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The Odyssey – 
Study Guide Books V through VIII – The Second Reading

Focus on Themes:
Throughout the reading of this text, we’ll aim to discover lasting messages through the charting and evaluation of specific themes.  Here are a few we’ve encountered so far.

	conflict between duty and pleasure

loyalty
conflict between man and the gods
the desire to return home
the influence of fate
a search for self
	the role of women


As you read, add these to your Reader’s Log as well as mark any specific connections you find.  These are not the only themes, so if you think you see others operating in the text, let us know!

*************************************************************************************
Remember to include page numbers throughout as a reference!!

Book V: ______________________________________ (write in Book title)
What is the setting of the opening of Book V?
	Consider what we know about the way this story was told; now indicate the purpose of lines 9-22 in book V.
	Indicate how Athena helps Odysseus. 
Why do you think Zeus’ edict allows O to leave Kalypso’s island, but prohibits anyone from helping him?
What is Odysseus’ destiny?
	“Now the man fell to chopping; when he paused /twenty trees were down” (V.252-253; 88).  What type of characterization is this?
	Why does he reject her offer to stay with her?  Do you understand why it might have been hard for him to leave her island?  Explain.  
	Consider any words and actions from the story that support the theme of the desire to return home.  List as many as you can here (or in your Reader’s Log).
	Describe Odysseus’ hardships.  
	Despite being a hero and favorite of the gods, what evidence of Odysseus’ humanity is there in this book?
	Summarize this book briefly.


Book VI: ______________________________________(write in Book title)
Describe Nausikaa’s dream.  
	How and where does she find Odysseus?  What would your reaction be to this situation!?!
	Keep track of Athena’s role in this book.
Why doesn’t Nausikaa just have Odysseus go with her?  Is this direct or indirect characterization?
Why won’t Athena show her true form to Odysseus?  
	Summarize this book briefly.

Book VII:  ____________________________________(write in Book title)
What epic element is employed from lines 51-70?  Why are these important?
How is Odysseus able enter the castle?  Does he listen to Nausikaa’s advice about who to approach first?
	Further characterize Odysseus.  How does he act when in a difficult or awkward situation with strangers?  
Odysseus does not reveal his identity.  Why not?   
	How many years is Odysseus on Kalypso’s island? 
	What customs are involved in marriage?  What do these details reveal about the roles of men and women?
	What other hero relies on the kindness of the Phaiákians?  (You may better recognize the spellings Phaeacian, and Alcinous and Arete…)
	Summarize this book briefly.


Book VIII:  ______________________________________(write in Book title)
Describe Demódokos, the harper, and think about any other figure that he could represent. 
	Describe Odysseus’ physical appearance.
	The blind rhapsode Demódokos sings three songs to the crowd at the palace.  Revisit them, starting on the page number below.  Indicate their line numbers and then summarize them.  Do you see any thematic relevance in them to the epic as a whole?  If so, what?  (Think about the content of the songs, O's response to them…)
	p. 127, lines ______ to _____
	p. 132, lines ______ to ______
	p. 140, lines ______ to ______


	Why do you think Odysseus requests his own tale?  Is he conceited?  

Do you recall another incident of weeping at dinner?   
What epithets are given to Odysseus in this book?  
What, throughout all of the experiences on Phaiákia so far, remains unknown to the hosts?  What relevance may this have when considering the purpose of a journey?
	On page 142, Alkínoös reveals something his father once said to him.  Summarize it here.  Why is this significant?  
	Which theme do you see as most prevalent in this book?  


As you head into book IX, (The Retrospective Narrative) continue to keep track of those gods or mortals who help Odysseus in his quest to reach home and how they help him. (As always don’t forget page numbers).

Review:  In your Reader’s Log, identify and characterize the individuals below, referencing page numbers for anything significant or important.


